
Svenska Handelsbanken issued the first 
euro subordinated bank debt in seven 
weeks on Tuesday, a €500m 11 year 
non-call six Tier 2 deal that, alongside 
a €1.25bn 20.8 non-call 10.8 Tier 2 for 
Axa, demonstrated strong execution to 
be available for the right names and in-
struments, even if others settled for more 
defensive trades in the face of stubbornly 
high volatility.

The two new issues — along with a 
€500m 10.25 non-call 5.25 Tier 2 from 
insurer Athora Netherlands on Tuesday 
— represent the first subordinated finan-
cial institutions issuance in euros since 
the first full week of April, when a Banco 
BPM €300m perpetual non-call five AT1 
on April 5 was followed by a €500m six 
non-call five Tier 2 for Zürcher Kanton-
albank the next day.

On Tuesday, Svenska Handelsbanken 
was able to tighten pricing from initial 
price thoughts of the mid-swaps plus 
200bp area for its €500m expected size 
deal to a re-offer of 180bp on the back of 
some €1.25bn of demand, thereby lim-
iting its new issue premium to around 
10bp — at the lower end of that paid on 
preceding senior preferred and senior 
non-preferred supply.

“If you look at what has been working 
recently, clearly lower beta spread prod-
uct — including core Eurozone covered 
bonds — has been a harder sell,” said 
Vincent Hoarau, head of FI syndicate at 
Crédit Agricole CIB, “while subordinated 
debt from core names at post repricing 
wide levels has been very well received.

“When it comes to duration,” he add-
ed, “sensitivity is very high, particularly 
in the senior space. Investors are increas-
ingly selective, and we are seeing a more 

pronounced fragmentation, with the 
depth of some parts of the credit market 
questionable, even if the primary market 
continues to offer very good funding for 
national champions.”

The less attractive options available 
to some were demonstrated by Credit 
Suisse on Monday, when it approached 
the market with a €1.75bn two year 
OpCo issue split into €1bn fixed and 
€750m floating rate tranches and paid 
triple-digit spreads. The Swiss bank 
tightened pricing 15bp during execu-
tion to mid-swaps plus 120bp and three 
month Euribor plus 123bp, respectively, 
and, on the back of a roughly 1.5 times 
covered book, paid new issue premi-
ums of around 20bp on each — with the 
coupon on the two year fixed tranche 
relatively closed to where, less than two 
months ago, BNP Paribas set the re-offer 

yield for a 10 non-call five euro Tier 2.
Société Générale also tapped the short 

end on Monday, selling a €1bn three 
non-call two senior preferred issue at 
mid-swaps plus 60bp alongside a €1bn 
seven year tranche at 110bp. A €1.5bn 
dual-tranche green SNP issue from ABN 
Amro, incorporating five and 10 year 
tranches, and a €750m four non-call 
three senior preferred from DNB (Crédit 
Agricole CIB joint bookrunner) on Tues-
day were able to resist the worst of the 
market’s tendencies, but bankers noted 
that issuers in general need to be prag-
matic in the face of prevailing dynamics.

“What we have seen even more this 
past fortnight is that more and more is-
suers are losing patience and just capitu-
lating, printing at levels they would never 
have expected to accept a month ago,” 
said Hoarau, “because they all realise that 
the wait-and-see mode doesn’t pay off at 
all. Inflation may be getting out of con-
trol and the war in Ukraine is going on 
longer than anyone could have expected 
in February — nobody expects the situa-
tion to improve anytime soon.

Banks capitulate amid relentless volatility, 
but Handelsbanken Tier 2 reopens sub debt
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Svenska Handelsbanken headlined brisk FIG supply in euros last week, with the first bank sub debt 
issue since early April, as investors showed themselves ready to engage at wider levels. Other issuers 
found their options more limited, but seized what was available in a bid to progress funding plans. 
Neil Day reports, with insights from Crédit Agricole CIB syndicate, trading and DCM solutions.
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“What we have seen for some weeks 
now is that markets are struggling to 
stabilise.”

EU bank supply has at best achieved 
a run-rate only just commensurate with 
full-year forecasts from Crédit Agricole 
CIB, according to financials analyst Neel 
Shah. Year-to-date issuance of senior 
bail-in-able debt is 45% of that expected 
this year, while senior preferred is less 
than 41%, Tier 2 less than 33%, and AT1 
less than 26% of forecasts for the full year.

“In any window of stability, issuers 
have come to the market but been largely 
focused on the senior side, with duration 
skewed towards the shorter end,” said 
Shah, “with the cuspier names erring on 
the side of caution by issuing in senior 
preferred, and the stronger names more 
in SNP.

“Svenska Handelsbanken was a good 
test of the Tier 2 market after it was 
closed for a couple of months and that 
went fairly well,” he added. “So the bet-
ter banks can issue, but the weaker banks 

have to be cautious in terms of the tenor 
and where in the capital structure they’re 
issuing.”

The volatility that has infected the 
market has been exacerbated by a lack 
of liquidity, according to Jeremy Gard-
ner, head of financials credit trading at 
Crédit Agricole CIB.

“Liquidity is the worst I’ve seen it in a 
very long time,” he said. “Street position-
ing feels very, very light, and the market 
is very one way or the other — either you 
can’t buy bonds, or you can’t sell them.

“It’s still functioning to a degree in 
senior preferreds and non-preferreds, 
but the AT1 market’s completely broken 
— there’s not an offer in sight today.”

The most recent swings in sentiment 
have emanated from the US, where the 

previous week key retailers reported dis-
appointing earnings, prompting a sell-
off in equities amid recession fears, with 
Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell and 
then Fed minutes reinforcing monetary 
tightening expectations. Sentiment never-
theless improved towards the end of last 
week, amid positive signs on the earnings 
and inflation fronts, causing a rebound in 
credit and equities, with US indices post-
ing their first week’s gain in six weeks — 
although the moves were seen as a bear 
market bounce in some quarters.

“The yo-yo sentiment of 2022 con-
tinues,” said William Rabicano, direc-
tor, credit trading, at Crédit Agricole 
CIB. “All one-way sellers Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday morning, but since 
Wednesday lunchtime, it appears some-
one hit a switch and it has been all back 
the other way in one straight line.

“Given the volatility,” he added, “it is 
hard to see how things will change in the 
short term, with dealers still fearful of be-
ing caught out one way or the other.” l
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Selected recent euro financial institutions issuance

Issue date Issuer Format Size 
(m)

Coupon Maturity Re-offer 
spread

IPTs/
guidance

NIP Books Cover

04-May SEB SP/OpCo 1000 1.750% Nov-26 42 60a 10 1400 1.4x

05-May Morgan Stanley SNP/HoldCo 1500 2.103% 05/26NC05/25 88 110a 13 2750 1.8x

05-May Morgan Stanley SNP/HoldCo 1500 2.950% 05/32NC05/31 123 145a 13 2600 1.7x

16-May ING Groep NV SNP/HoldCo 1500 2.125% 05/26NC05/25 110 135a 5 2680 1.8x

16-May Nordea Bank Abp SNP/HoldCo 1000 2.500% May-29 105 125a 12 2300 2.3x

17-May NAB SP/OpCo 1000 2.125% May-28 72 95a 7 2300 2.3x

17-May Deutsche Bank SNP/HoldCo 500 3.250% 05/28NC05/27 193 215a 13 3000 6.0x

18-May BNP Paribas SNP/HoldCo 1500 2.750% 07/28NC07/27 137 160a 15 3500 2.3x

18-May BPER Banca SP/OpCo 500 3.375% 06/25NC05/24 245 265a 27.5 850 1.7x

18-May BBVA SP/OpCo 1250 1.750% Nov-25 60 80a 10 1850 1.5x

18-May BBVA SP/OpCo 500 FRN Nov-25 64 84a 10 675 1.4x

18-May Swedbank SP/OpCo 1000 2.100% May-27 70 90a 8 1550 1.6x

20-May NatWest SP/OpCo 750 2.000% Aug-25 90 105a 17 900 1.2x

20-May NatWest SP/OpCo 500 FRN Aug-25 94 109a 17 600 1.2x

23-May Credit Suisse  SP/OpCo 750 FRN May-24 123 138a 20 1000 1.3x

23-May Credit Suisse  SP/OpCo 1000 2.125% May-24 120 135a 20 1600 1.6x

23-May Societe Generale SP/OpCo 1000 1.500% 05/25NC05/24 60 80a 10 1500 1.5x

23-May Societe Generale SP/OpCo 1000 2.625% May-29 110 125a 15 1600 1.6x

24-May ABN Amro Bank NV SNP/HoldCo 750 2.375% Jun-27 110 120a 15 1000 1.3x

24-May ABN Amro Bank NV SNP/HoldCo 750 3.000% Jun-32 135 150a 20 1200 1.6x

24-May Axa SA Tier 2 1250 4.250% 03/43NC09/32 260 285a 20 2250 1.8x

24-May Athora Netherlands Tier 2 500 5.375% 08/32NC05/27 5.375%/401 5.75%a 37.5 950 1.9x

24-May DNB Bank ASA SP/OpCo 750 1.625% 05/26NC05/25 58 75a 12 825 1.1x

24-May Svenska Handelsbanken Tier 2 500 3.250% 06/33NC06/28 180 200a 10 1250 2.5x

25-May Allianz SE Tier 2 1250 4.252% 07/52NC01/32 255 270a 27.5 1900 1.5x

25-May Barclays SNP/HoldCo 1000 2.885% 01/27NC01/26 168 190a 18 2300 2.3x

Source: Crédit Agricole CIB

The yo-yo 
sentiment of 2022 

continues
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MAN CANNOT DISCOVER NEW OCEANS UNLESS 
HE HAS THE COURAGE TO LOSE SIGHT OF THE SHORE

  

Bloomberg: € = BGCS2  Global Directory = BGCP

Axa attracted some €2.25bn of orders to a 
€1.25bn 20.8 non-call 10.8 Tier 2 transac-
tion on Tuesday, in the first sub insurance 
trade in euros since 6 April, as investors 
took the opportunity to pick up the top 
name at higher spreads and yields, with 
Athora and Allianz joining in the burst 
of insurance issuance.

The French company’s deal was only 
the second sub insurance trade in euros 
since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the 
prior having been a €500m eight year 
Tier 3 for Mapfre on 6 April, and Axa 
was joined by Athora Netherland with a 
€500m Tier 2 on Tuesday.

Axa approached the market on the 
back of upgrades to A+ from S&P and 
Fitch on 11 and 16 May, respectively, and 
after a €1.25bn 20.5 non-call 10.5 Tier 2 
in January.

Following initial price thoughts of 
the mid-swaps plus 285bp area for the 
new March 2043 non-call March 2033 
benchmark, expected ratings A3 (on re-
view for upgrade)/A-/A-, the spread was 
set at 260bp with orders peaking above 
€2.55bn, pre-reconciliation, and the final 
demand was above €2.25bn — the big-
gest book amid a flurry of FIG issuance 
in the first half of the week.

“Given the widening of spreads and 
back-up in rates, we have very quickly 
gotten to an environment where inves-
tors really see value,” said André Bonnal, 
FIG syndicate at joint bookrunner Crédit 
Agricole CIB.

He noted that while Axa’s January 
transaction was issued at a coupon of 
1.875%, the new issue just four months 
later was priced at 4.25%.

“And coming just after the upgrades,” 
said Bonnal, “it was particularly good 

timing from Axa — the combination of 
yield and rating here is really interesting 
for a lot of accounts. The fact that it was 
UK accounts that led the way with triple-
digit tickets shows they see value at these 
levels.

“The only question mark was to what 
extent the lack of bid for duration would 
impact execution,” he added. “Some in-
vestors clearly preferred the shorter part 
of Axa’s curve, but we still got more than 
€2.5bn of demand at the peak, so enough 
accounts saw this as a good entry point 
to more than counterweight those who 
were less keen.”

With fair value at around 240bp, Axa 
was priced with a new issue premium of 
around 20bp following IPTs reflecting a 
pick-up of around 45bp.

“Investors realised that even if we 
tightened 20bp-25bp, there would still 
be a decent NIP attached to the deal in 
line with what we have been seeing on 
average in these volatile markets,” said 
Bonnal.

Axa’s outcome compared favourably 
with what Allianz achieved when fol-
lowing its peer into the market the next 
day — the German on Wednesday priced 
a €1.25bn 30.1 non-call 10.1, expected 
ratings A2/A+, at 255bp on the back of 
€1.9bn book, following IPTs of the 270bp 
area and with a NIP of around 27.5bp.

“On a curve-adjusted basis, Axa 
priced flat to Allianz, whereas normally 
you have a differential,” said Bonnal. 
“Allianz was a very good trade — they 
were pragmatic in acknowledging they 
were coming second, and with a strategy 
that seemed to focus on size rather than 
price.”

Athora Netherlands also took advan-
tage of the window of opportunity, on 
Tuesday issuing its €500m 10.25 non-call 
5.25 deal at a coupon of 5.375%, equiva-
lent to mid-swaps plus 401bp, on the 
back of a book of some €950m, following 
IPTs of the 5.75% area and offering a NIP 
of around 37.5bp.

Bonnal noted that, being only rated by 
Fitch, Athora could opt for a shorter-dat-
ed structure — the deal has an expected 
rating of BBB-, while Athora was upgrad-
ed from BBB+ to A- on 9 May.

“The result is that they can offer in-
vestors what they want,” he said, “which 
is subordinated risk with less duration. 
That enabled a less well-followed name 
like Athora to get close to €1bn of orders 
for a €500m trade and move pricing sig-
nificantly tighter, even if it still offers a 
chunky pick-up versus their curve.”

The deal was also supported by a ten-
der for Athora’s $575m (€536m) 6.25% 
perpetual non-call November 2022 
notes, which were issued under its previ-
ous Vivat name. l

Axa hits ‘entry point’ to sell €1.25bn Tier 2
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Extension risk came into sharp focus in 
the subordinated debt market on Tues-
day as investors witnessed a Tier 2 non-
call as well as a consent solicitation seek-
ing to ensure full AT1/MREL eligibility 
but perceived by the market community 
as potentially increasing non-call risk.

Deutsche Pfandbriefbank (pbb) an-
nounced it will not be calling a €300m 
Tier 2 issue next month, sparking rec-
ollections of Deutsche Bank’s unprec-
edented decision not to call a Tier 2 back 
in December 2008, which at the time 
caused fallout for the wider sub debt 
market. Pbb’s non-call is the first non-call 
of a Basel III Tier 2 instrument by a EU 
bank since the Great Financial Crisis — 
Turkey’s Garanti Bank also recently did 
not call a $750m Tier 2 issue.

Germany’s pbb had in the week of 
May 16 announced that it had mandated 
banks to arrange investor calls to ex-
plore a potential €300m no-grow 10.25 
non-call 5.25 Tier 2 transaction. The an-
nouncement came ahead of the call date 
of 28 June for a €300m 2.875% Tier 2 is-
sued in 2017. Last Tuesday (May 24) it 
then announced that it had decided not 
to pursue a new Tier 2 issue and that it 
will not call the outstanding issue.

“The decision not to refinance the 
bond with a new Tier 2 instrument has 
been taken after careful evaluation of vari-
ous factors, including market conditions, 
economic costs, and the recognition of the 
bond in terms of Tier 2 capital as well as 
MREL,” the bank said. “Further, the deci-
sion does not change the overall approach 
towards pbb’s fixed income stakeholders.

“Pbb would like to thank all investors 
for their engagement and feedback dur-
ing recent days.”

Whereas calculating the economics 
of not calling an AT1 is relatively simple, 
given that the regulatory value of the in-
strument remains the same, it is less so 
for Tier 2 versus a new issue, given that 
a non-called issue counts less and less 
towards Tier 2, but will count as subordi-
nated MREL for four years and then offer 
funding in the final year prior to maturity.

“Calculating this ‘blended cost’ of 
Tier 2, MREL and funding content is not 
necessarily a straightforward exercise,” 
said Doncho Donchev, DCM solutions, 
Crédit Agricole CIB, “but understanding 
it is of critical importance for investors 
in order to anticipate potential Tier 2 call 
decisions.”

Pbb’s non-called Tier 2 issue will re-
set to a coupon of around 4.15% in June 
(reset of 2.75%). Following the non-call 
announcement, the pbb Tier 2’s price set-
tled at around 93.7, implying a second-
ary spread of around 420bp-425bp for a 
five year bullet Tier 2 and clearly a higher 
new issue price for a 10 non-call five.

The market’s reaction to the non-call 
was more measured than when pbb’s com-
patriot did likewise some 14 years ago.

“We’ve come to a stage where if you 
have to call an issue, whether that’s an 
AT1 or Tier 2, the market is such that 
for some of these calls, the price you 
would have to pay for the replacement 
issue would be higher than the price at-
tached to a non-call,” said Donchev. “But 
whereas not calling was previously a bit 
of a taboo, the fact that some issuers have 
not called AT1 has helped it become to a 
certain extent an accepted feature of the 
market, which will perhaps encourage 
more issuers now to look at Tier 2 on a 
purely economic basis, too.

“I think the issuer went about it the 
right way,” he added, “in dialogue with 
investors via the roadshow, exploring 
whether they could bridge the gap be-

tween the cost of refinancing and not 
calling.”

Whereas for a bank a Tier 2 non-
call results in having a Tier 2/MREL/
funding hybrid, from an investor 
perspective, “a Tier 2 remains a Tier 2” in 
terms of risk profile and subordination, 
noted Donchev. However, he said that 
mitigating against a wider market impact 
was the sub-investment grade rating 
and smaller size of the non-called issue, 
meaning that it is not included in the 
major credit indices.

“The impact of a non-call of an invest-
ment grade, index-eligible, liquid Tier 2 
by a large European bank would be much 
greater,” he added.

As a single bond can cover an issuer’s 
complete Tier 2 structural needs, the 
significance of the recent non-call may 
be most relevant for small to mid-sized 
banks across Europe, who may be tempt-
ed to tap material cost savings.

Italy’s Intesa Sanpaolo meanwhile 
launched a consent solicitation seeking 
to make two AT1 instruments MREL and 
AT1-compliant after 28 June 2025, when 
their CRR2 grandfathering treatment 
would otherwise cease. The two issues 
are a €750m 6.25% perpetual non-call 
May 2024 and a €1.25bn 7.75% perpetual 
non-call January 2027.

The decision to seek investor approval 
to amend the terms of the issue callable in 
May 2024 raised eyebrows, since it could 
anyway be called ahead of the change in 
regulatory treatment. Indeed, the deal is 
among AT1 that have been bid up pre-
cisely because a call ahead of the end of 
grandfathering has been anticipated, 
with Intesa’s issue also having a high reset 
spread, in line with earlier AT1 vintages.

“Given the heightened sensitiv-
ity around extension risk — particularly 
with a Tier 2 non-call the same day — 
investors may focus on the fact that this 
could now flip into a perpetual bond,” 
said Donchev. “As for the longer-dated 
bond, investors may be additionally in-
clined to participate to avoid a possibility 
of being called at par while the bond may 

Groundhog market: Extension risk is back
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by a member of the Front Office department of Crédit Agricole Corporate and Invest-
ment Bank or one of its affiliates (collectively “Crédit Agricole CIB”). Front Office personnel are not part of the research 
department and this material does not constitute “Investment Recommendations” as defined under the Market Abuse 
Regulations (MAR). It does not constitute research as considered by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II 
(MiFID II). This material is provided for information purposes only. It is not to be construed as a solicitation or an of-
fer to buy or sell any financial instruments and has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation 
or particular needs of any recipient. It is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting or other advice and recipients 
should obtain specific professional advice from their own legal, tax, accounting or other appropriate professional 
advisers before embarking on any course of action. The information in this material is based on publicly available 
information and although it has been compiled or obtained from sources believed to be reliable, such information has 
not been independently verified and no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its ac-
curacy, completeness or correctness. This material may contain information from third parties. Crédit Agricole CIB has 
not independently verified the accuracy of such third-party information and shall not be responsible or liable, directly 
or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with the use of or reliance 
on this information. Information in this material is subject to change without notice. Crédit Agricole CIB is under no 
obligation to update information previously provided to recipients. Crédit Agricole CIB is also under no obligation to 
continue to provide recipients with the information contained in this material and may at any time in its sole discretion 
stop providing such information. Investments in financial instruments carry significant risk, including the possible loss 
of the principal amount invested. This material is not intended to forecast or predict future events. Past performance is 
not a guarantee or indication of future results. Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being 
historical) are indicative only and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size. Financial instruments denomi-
nated in a foreign currency are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price 
or value of an investment in such products. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in 
any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party without the prior express written permission of Crédit 
Agricole CIB. This material, in whole or in part, is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or 
entity domiciled or resident in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary 
to applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdictions. No liability is accepted by Crédit Agricole CIB for any damages, 
losses or costs (whether direct, indirect or consequential) that may arise from any use of this material. 

United States of America: The delivery of this material to any person in the United States shall not be deemed a recom-
mendation to effect any transactions in any security mentioned herein or an endorsement of any opinion expressed 
herein. Recipients of this material in the United States wishing to effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein 
should do so by contacting Credit Agricole Securities (USA), Inc. 

Regulatory Disclosure: Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de 
Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (the “ACPR”) and supervised by the European Central Bank (the “ECB”), the ACPR 
and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (the “AMF”) in France. Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London 
is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and 
limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the FCA and the 
PRA are available from Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London on request.

Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is a public limited company (“société anonyme”) under French law, 
incorporated in France under SIREN number 304187701 at the Nanterre Trade and Companies Registry, with limited 
liability and its head office address at 12, Place des États-Unis, CS 70052, 92547 Montrouge Cedex, France. It is 
registered in England and Wales as an overseas company at Companies House under company number FC008194, 
with a UK establishment at Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2DA, United Kingdom (UK establishment 
number BR001975).

be trading above par closer to June 2025.”
The consent solicitation exercises for 

the AT1 issues are separate, allowing the 
holders and economics of each to deter-
mine the respective outcome. 

Donchev meanwhile noted that non-
call exercises and potential funding cost 
savings banks can thereby gain are a re-
minder of the going concern value of AT1 
instruments at a time when the Bank of 

England and European Central Bank have 
raised question marks over the prudential 
usefulness of the products. l
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